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International students mobility
• How many students study abroad?

• In 2010, more than 4.1 million tertiary students were enrolled outside their 
country of citizenship

• 83% of students who study abroad do so in G20 countries, 77% globally in 
OECD countries

• The largest numbers of international students came from China, India and 
Korea. Asians account for 52% of all international students

• Where do students go to study abroad?
• Six countries – Australia, Canada, France, Germany, the United Kingdom and 

the United States – hosted more than half of the world’s students who studied 
abroad in 2009.

• The United States saw a significant drop as a preferred destination of foreign 
students, falling from about 23% (2000) to 18% (2009)

• On the contrary the number of university foreign students has more than 
doubled since 2005 in Brazil, Chile, Estonia, Iceland, Indonesia, Ireland, Korea, 
Luxembourg, Saudi Arabia, the Slovak Republic and Spain

OECD Education at a Glance 2012



Since 2003, Global Rankings
• What are the main foreign universities (for Chinese students)?

• In 2003 a research team of the Shanghai Jiao Tong University develop a tool 
for providing such info for a group of 500 (world-class) universities

• Two main innovations: A simple composite indicator mainly focused on 
excellence and a plain friendly website for disseminating the ranking

• Impact was extraordinary (French rectors and politicians were shocked!)
• ARWU (Shanghai Ranking) is very popular among students and parents but 

also it has been relevant in the development of institutional strategies and   
national higher education policies worldwide

• And then …
• Bibliometrics is re-discovered (QS for THES start to use WoS in 2004, then 

change to Scopus in 2008)
• Surveys become the most popular indicator. Contributions by world experts in 

bibliometrics (starting late, 2008) are largely set aside
• Stability becomes a key issue. Significant mistakes and biases are ignored for 

allowing inter-year comparability
• Surprisingly the correlation among the different rankings is very high for the top 

universities



Politics, Economics, Rankings
• One example: UK

• Britain attracts around one in 10 foreign undergraduates and postgraduates 
who study outside their home country

• Those international students generates around £8bn a year for the UK in tuition 
fees and other investments

• What are the best universities?
• According to QS (a British company) four of the Top 6 are British universities

• THE, another British company, decreases the number to only three in the Top 8

• For the Shanghai ranking the number is two among the Top 20

universitiesuk.ac.uk, 2012

topuniversities.com, 2012

timeshighereducation.co.uk, 2012

shanghairanking.com, 2012



Rankings, a subjective point of view



What about U-Multirank?



Caution: Rankings!

In several rankings the stability between editions means that methodological, technical an even
doctrinal mistakes are preserved along the time. There are new data sources, others are
improving their results, but older figures are used for allowing (false) comparative analysis

Inter-annual stability

The presence or absence of certain universities depend of opaque criteria: Exclusions can be
due to lack of data (undisclosed) and the long queue in a ranking consists of “randomly”
selected universities not even close to their true position

Inclusion/Exclusion criteria

Interpretation of several indicators is open to interpretation and even manipulation. A Nobel
prize or highly cited researcher can be associated to a university only after a brief visit. Different
bodies (university, hospital, business park) can be combined for obtaining a better rank

Political (and economic) interferences

1
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33

Popular rankings with strong marketing campaigns have achieved a status of prestige without a
true academic support or even frequent disqualifications in the scientific literature. There are
even prestigious initiatives that still have no produced any ranking at all

Prestige and popularity

44



Empirical results, by country



The Ranking Web of Universities
• Background

• Cybermetrics Lab started to use quantitative indicators derived from the Web since 
mid-nineties, producing scientific papers published in international peer review 
journals

• In 2004 inspired by the publication of the Shanghai ranking the previous year, a 
composite indicator using web data was developed and the first edition of the 
ranking Web of universities were published

• Since 2008 the ranking is published two times (January & July) per year and it is 
provides the largest directory of higher education institutions (HEIs) of the world, the 
current figure exceeding 20 000 different web domains

• What are the advantages of the Ranking Web?
• The Ranking Web provides an integrated overview of the universities, taking into 

account all the academic missions (teaching, researching, knowledge and 
technology transferring, community engagement and internationalization) and the 
global performance of the whole institution

• The Ranking Web is the only one providing this information for most of the 
developing and emerging countries

• Data suggests there is a strong correlation with other rankings, but  Web indicators 
are easier to understand and more useful for the design of  feasible short and mid-
term strategies

• A specially valuable advantage is the Ranking promotes internal democracy and 
transparency (openness) in the institutions governance



Objectives of the Ranking Web

The Ranking Web is built from
information published in the so-called
Public Web

Answer

Promote the Open Access initiatives
specially among the universities from
all over the world

Objective

1 11

The Ranking Web publishes world,
continental and country classifications
for more than 20 000 universities

Answer

Provide rank information for every
university, including those from the
developing countries

Objective

2 22

The Ranking Web does not accept
paid publicity and it is not linked to any
for-profit or non-academic organization

Answer

Publish a fully independent and
transparent ranking, guided by ethical
and academic principles

Objective

3 33



Ranking Web (Webometrics)

www.webometrics.info, July 2012



Geographical coverage

Top 2000 Universities
www.webometrics.info, July 2012



Webometrics Composite Indicator
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Italian Ranking



Preliminary diagnostics
• Positive aspects

• Four in the Top 200 of the World; Seven when considering the 
indicator of Research Excellence (top 10% more cited papers)

• Two universities among the largest 100 providers of Open Access 
contents

• Indicators to be improved
• Thirteen higher education institutions with several central 

webdomains, a bad practice that penalizes web visibility
• Low performance regarding web presence, not everybody is 

involved in transferring knowledge, activities, results …
• International impact very limited: Perhaps due to the lack of quality  

(academic repository) and international (English) contents



Out of the domain



Good practices

Research results in OPEN 
ACCESS

Research is the most 
prestigious mission, the key for 
achieving World-class status

All the academic papers, 
scientific monographs, thesis 
and dissertations, conference 
proceedings and similar 
publications should be 
available from the institutional 
Open Access repository

Education objects are needed 
for distance and off-campus 
learning, the future!

Quality CONTENTSCONTENTS: A lot of!

ENGLISH AND local 
language

English is “lingua franca” of 
scholarly communication, but 
useful also for most of the 
postgraduate schools and the 
internationally oriented 
information

But English is not 
recommended instead of local 
language but besides it. 
Internet audiences are huge 
and global and the 
multilingualism usage is a 
strong mandate for web 
presence

International CONTENTS

Involving EVERYBODY

All the faculty members, 
technicians, librarians, post-
graduate students are 
candidate web editors

The whole structure of the 
university, organization, 
activities, knowledge and 
technological results should 
be reflected in the websites, 
mainly by the persons in 
charge of each mission

Personal or group web pages 
should be encouraged and 
supported 



Contents: Everybody contributing!



Personal pages



Presence, Openness





Sapienza Repository



International impact



Final comments
• Regarding rankings and the Ranking Web

• Overall criticism of World Rankings is a nonsense, but non-academic 
approaches, mistakes, and unjustified biases should be pointed out

• Web is more important that many scholars are ready to recognize. The 
Ranking Web is reflecting the performance and the impact of the universities

• Most of the “discrepancies” are explained because of the lack of web polices or 
bad web practices

• Ranking Web and Sapienza
• Sapienza is not performing very well in the Ranking Web, mostly due to the 

lack of quality international contents
• Open access is mostly focus on thesis and dissertations, the scientific 

production repository should include a large number of the papers signed by 
Sapienza authors

• Personal pages are very few and with rustic basic interfaces, providing a 
limited amount of information

• International impact measured through link visibility shows a limited impact, 
probably due to the non-availability of contents in other languages



Mille grazie!
Questions? …

Contact info:
Isidro F. Aguillo, HcPhD
The Cybermetrics Lab. CSIC
isidro.aguillo@csic.es

Chinese Proverb
"When a finger points to the moon, the 
imbecile looks at the finger”


